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etry yields a value l(1/n)/(dn/dz) I
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and that at any position (&~)' = to~, '+36k'T, /m, .
(The other sideband has ~' =e, +«u. ) From
Eq. (4) it can be shown that if we depart a. dis-
tance « from resonance, the plasma wave de-
tected at this &~ is at resonance at distance «'
= (2b.k z/k, )bz away. «' is then just the width
of the convective instability, which for our ex-
perimental parameters may be numerically cal-
culated to be 30+ 10 p m. Using these values,
we may calculate I; matching in? to the exponent
in Eq. (3) and letting the pump power be 10"W/
cm', we obtain I- =2.7 mm, in qualitative agree-
ment with the experimentally determined value.

In conclusion, we have observed the parametric
decay of CO, -laser light into plasma waves at
quarter-critical density; the amplitude and ex-
perimental parameters allow us to infer that this
decay is convective. The technique of ruby-laser
Thomson scattering in a CO, -laser-heated gas-
target plasma seems to hold great promise as a
tool for diagnosing parametric turbulence of in-
terest to laser-fusion schemes.
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Electromagnetic Structure Resonances in Inhomogeneous Plasma Layers
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Laser-light absorption and radiation forces are investigated for weakly collisional
(v/&u «1), rigid, two-step plasma profiles in planar and spherical geometry. For the
first step near critical density, the second step above critical, and appropriate step
lengths, we find strong absorption even for weakly collisional plasmas. We show, how-
ever, that the radiation forces may not permit such profiles to persist in realistic, dy-
namic situations.

The subject of electromagnetic-wave absorp-
tion in high-density plasmas has received con-
siderable attention recently" because of its
importance to the laser-driven-fusion program.
It is we11 known that the electron density profile
which is produced not on1y strongly affects the
relative importance of various absorption mech-
anisms, but also affects the strength and direc-
tion of the ponderomotive force" exerted on the
ions through electrostatic coupling with the elec-

trons. The ponderomotive force has also re-
ceived considerable attention recently' ' in re-
gard to self -consistent density profile for mation;
not all treatments, however, account for absorp-
tion and some are not rigorous. In this Letter,
we examine the transverse electromagnetic wave
interaction for two very simple inhomogeneous
plasma layers, a two-step planar plasma layer
and a two-step spherical layer. In these cases,
the plasma is forced to be rigid, i.e. , no plasma
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motion is allowed, although there are unbalanced
forces on the layers. We will exhibit the elec-
tromagnetic wave solutions explicitly, examine
the "structure" resonances which arise due to
coherence effects, and compute the ponderomo-
tive forces and collisional absorption in resonant
and nonresonant cases.

These two-step problems' (at least in some re-
spects) are essentially textbook exercises in co-
herent plasma optics. However, the implications
of such a two-step structure for strong absorp-
tion and ponderomotive forces due to coherence
in weakly collisional plasmas do not appear to
have been explored in the laser-fusion context.
A brief sketch of some results for the ref lectivity
of a two-step planar plasma has been presented, '
but appears to be somewhat discrepant with the
results presented here. The linear-ramp prob-
lem has been studied4' to varying degrees; how-
ever, this profile does not, as strongly, exhibit
the resonance effects.

Consider the two-step electron density profiles
of Fig. 1. With the "cold" collisional plasma ap-
proximation, we have J=oE where the complex
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FIG. l. The two-step planar and spherical electron
density profiles. In the planar case the electromagnet-
ic wave is incident from the left; in the spherical case
the electromagnetic wave is incident from the right.

0 is given by

v=((u/4n)((u~/u))'(v/(u —i) ',
where ~~ is the (local) plasma frequency, and v

and &u are the (local) effective collision frequency
and the wave frequency, respectively.

In the planar case, with E along x, and B along
y, the solutions to Maxwell's equations in the
various regions are given as follows:

incident: E„=exp(ikoz), B„=exp(ikoz);

reflected: E„=Rexp(-ik, z), B„=-R exp( —ik, z);

region 1: E, =A exp(ik, z) +D exp(-ik, z), B,= k,ko '[A exp(ik, z) —D exp(-ik, z) ];
region 2: E, =C exp(ikp), B,=CkPO 'exp(ikp) .

The incident field has unit amplitude (E, in the figures), and there is no reflected wave in region 2.
The k's are the complex wave numbers appropriate to each region, i.e.,

kp'=k, '(1+47rirJ/u)), k, =(u/c.

Since there are no currents or free charges at the boundaries, the electric and magnetic fields must
be continuous at z =0, z =L. Matching at the boundaries determines the unknown coefficients; they are
given by

R = [(k +k,)(k, —k,) exp(ik, L) +(k —k,)(k, +k )exp(-ik, L)]/Q;

A = [2k,(k, +k,)exp(-ik, L) ]/Q; D = [2k,(k, —k,)exp(-ik, L) ]/Q;

C = [4k@,exp(-ik, L)]/Q; Q = (ko —k,)(k, —k,)exp(ik, L) +(ko+k, )(k, +k,)exp(-ik, L) .
With these coefficients and the fields [Eq. (1)],
all electromagnetic quantities are determined for
an arbitrary two-step profile (note that a subset
of the spatial structures considered here is the
"square" slab' ). Of particular interest is the
power ref lectivity, AR*. Figure 2 shows RR*
versus the length of the first plasma step in units
of koL. The interesting coherence effects are
manifested when the second step is overdense,
i.e. , (~~/&u)'&1, so as to reflect the electromag-

netic wave, and the first step is slightly under-
dense, (~~/&u)'~ 1. The four ref lectivity curves
correspond to increasing first-step densities and
a low relative collision frequency of v/&u = 0.001
(for a Nd:glass laser plasma at -2 keV). As can
be seen, the absorption (1 —RR*) is quite low for
low first-step density but exhibits strong absorp-
tion resonances when the first-step density ap-
proaches 1. The second-step density and colli-
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FIG. 5. Power ref lectivity for the spherical two-step
plasma layer for the following parameters: n2/n = 1.1;
p2/&v =0.001; p&/&u =0.001; n&/n =0.99.
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FlG. 4. The ponderomotive force (in units of EP&0/
8x) and the integral of the ponderomotive force for the
same three cases as in Fig. 9. E&, ----, kofE&dz,

different values of the first-step density. Again,
the resonances become quite strong for correctly
chosen layer thicknesses. Also, as with the
planar case, the ponderomotive force at the outer
edge of the first step is into the vacuum for the
"on-resonance" cases, and into the plasma for
the "off-resonance" case. It is important to note
that the integrated ponderomotive force (also
shown in Fig. 4) in all cases is into the plasma,
as it must be, since the wave has been reflected.

Certain obvious questions need to be addressed.
First of all, since the structure resonances have
been obtained with sharp-boundary electron den-
sity profiles, is it possible for smooth real plas-
ma boundaries to exhibit similar effects? Both
the linear-ramp studies referred to earlier,
which show increased electric field strength, and

our preliminary computer-code results for
smooth boundary profiles suggest that the co-
herence effects will persist. These results will
be the subject of a forthcoming paper.

Second, do coherence effects play a role in self-
consistent density-profile modifications? We be-
lieve they must because in the "on-resonance"
cases the ponderomotive force may be many
times larger than in the "off-resonance" cases
so that if a resonance is established even for a
short period, its effect may be strong. Finally,
and perhaps most important, is it possible to
establish "on-resonance" profiles either hydro-
dynamically, or structurally by pellet construc-
tion, to provide the calculated, strong absorp-
tion'7 Here we believe that considerably more
study, both analytic and by hydro-codes, is re-
quired before these questions can be fully an-
swered. The spherically symmetric hydrodynam-
ic-electromagnetic wave interaction problem,
wherein coherent plasma optics may play a role,
is presently under investigation.
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Measurements of energetic-ion energy distributions produced from CD& and CH& tar-
gets are compared with a numerical model. The model describes the ambipolar expan-
sion. of hot electrons and two relatively cold ion species from an electron pressure gra-
dient. For CD& the plasma expansion is adequately represented by a single ion species,
whereas for CH2 two-ion fluids are required to account for the energy and the relative
behavior of the high-energy ion species.

Historically, the high-energy ions in a laser-
produced plasma are defined as a small group of
ions transporting a significant fraction of the ab-
sorbed laser energy. Most expansion models"
indicate that the energetic ions are the direct
consequence of the presence of high-energy elec-
trons. Most plasma simulations" use a single
ion species to model the ion expansion. Here we
show that, although the hot-electron expansion
can account for the energy content of the fast
ions, a multi-ion-species description is usually
required to reproduce the measured high-energy
ion distributions. Ion energy distributions meas-
ured from CD, targets, where both predominant
species, C" and D', have the same charge-to-
mass ratio, are adequately represented by a
single-ion-species expansion. For CH, targets,
however, a two-ion fluid description is required
to reproduce the qualitative features of the ion
expansion.

Typical single-shot energy distributions of high-
energy ions from Nd-laser irradiation (75 psec,
-10"W/em' with an f/2 lens) of CD, and CH,
thick-slab targets are shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively. The gross variations between the

charge-collector oscilloscope traces such as
shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b) are mainly due to the
different viewing angle between the target normal
and the analyzer axis. For both cases the analyz-
er axis was at 35' with respect to the laser axis
but the target normals in Figs. 1 and 2 were 35'
and 22, respectively, from the laser axis toward
the analyzer. The high-energy-ion electrostatic
analyzer4 used has twelve channels with 10~/~ spe-
cies and energy resolution. Since this analyzer
cannot resolve C" from D' ions, the C"were
removed by allowing them to charge exchange
with a nitrogen background gas (1.5 x10 ' Torr)
in the target chamber before entering the ion ana-
lyzer. The lowered ionization stages, originally
C'+, can then be differentiated from D' ions.
The ion energy distribution is finally reconstruct-
ed from the summation of the recombination pro-
ducts. For either CH, or CD, targets no ioniza-
tion stages lower than C" and only a small frac-
tion of C'+ appeared under good vacuum condi-
tions (Sx10 ' Torr).

The multipeak structures on the H' and D' en-
ergy distributions were always observed but were
nonreproducible in detail. 4' The main difference


